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Dear Angel Valley Friends,
RIDING THE WAVE
Little did we know how prophetic it was when we wrote about 'Riding The Wave' in the
newsletter we sent out on March 15, while we were in India:
This is what we wrote on March 15:
We have been traveling abroad during the past 2 months, this time in the far east. We
are on a journey of ascension, connecting to other aspects of ourselves, in
circumstances that have been supportive, beautiful and exciting. It is a journey of
rejuvenation, of recharging and of allowing our creativity to flow. Looking at the
waves washing onto the edge of a wide-open sunny beach tickles our creativity to find
solutions for issues that are on our radar.
We have contemplated, other than remaining in a calm and peaceful space, how to
respond to individuals, and group facilitators, whose scheduled retreats are under
pressure? Yes, we have a cancellation policy. But, could we get more creative? Could
we find solutions that would add to, rather than be felt as a loss? Do the waves ever
come to an end? Isn't there always a next one, a new one, a better one? Is a 'NO' not
always A 'YES', to Something Else that is more in Alignment with what My GOD SELF
wants My Human Self to Experience?
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The Arabian Sea washing ashore in Mararikulam, India

On March 16th, we felt we were complete with our little paradise on the Arabian Sea when
we started to feel the impact of measures being taken locally around the coronavirus. We
had purchased tickets to Thailand, which was our next destination after India, and as far as
we knew it was still accessible. Around 4:00 PM, we arrived at the Kochi International Airport
so we could check in early for our 11:30 PM flight. Within 20 minutes, we received a text
message letting us know that our flight had been cancelled due to travel restrictions on
flights to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, where we would have a layover on our way to Thailand.
Now what? Had I not just written that a NO always means a YES to something that is more
in alignment with what My GOD SELF wants my Human Self to experience? It took us the
next 30 minutes to re-center and tune into the message behind the NO. We reviewed our
different options. We felt into the possibilities of continuing to Thailand, attempting to find a
different route with a different airline. Of all the options we could come up with, which one of
them was the most exciting? Which one made our heart sing?
We both concluded that flying to Phoenix and then on to NuLemurian Heart Center in Angel
Valley felt as the most exciting option. Within an hour we were able to purchase two tickets
to Phoenix on Emirates Airlines, with stopovers in Dubai and Seattle. These flights would
complete my lifelong desire to fly around the world. Even though it was not exactly the way I
expected, it was the fulfillment of a dream.
The traveling was smooth and 48 hours from the time we left our sanctuary on the beach, we
crossed the rainbow bridge of Angel Valley. We were home! Interestingly, we found out later
we were on the last flight of Emirates. The following day they canceled all their flights.
Another day later, India went into a total lockdown for at least 30 days. It would not have
been fun to get stuck there.
Upon arrival at our precious valley, the new sign on the gate 'CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE!' took us somewhat by surprise. A few days earlier, AngelHeart, being confronted
with the craziness surrounding the coronavirus, made the decision to close Angel Valley for
the time being.
Thus, began the journey of quiet reflection for NuLemurian Heart Center, instead of a
springtime heavily scheduled with retreats. This coincided with Amayra and I taking the
recommended 14 days of self-isolation after having returned from travel abroad, during
which we could unpack, adjust to the time zone change and start to apply some of our
lifestyle and food changes.
A NO for sure has meant a YES for Amayra and me. We comment often that we have such
gratitude for our GOD SELF's guidance of returning to Angel Valley exactly when we did,
inspired by our Highest Excitement.
Michael

If you have any comments or questions for us, feel free to contact us:
michael@nulemuria.love
Please, check us out on the web at www.AngelValleySedona.com

MOVING FORWARD
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These past 5 weeks have been so important for Amayra and I, for AngelHeart, for Cara
Marie, for Nic, and for the future of NuLemurian Heart Center in Angel Valley. With the gate
closed, with the stay-at-home order from the Governor of Arizona in place, it has given us
the space and time to evaluate who we are, what have we have been doing and why, what
we would like to change and what to keep the same. And most of all, "Where are we going
from here"?
We have thoroughly enjoyed the time of re-defining where we are right now, both individually
and collectively, in our personal lives and with NuLemurian Heart Center. We know we will
continue reviewing and redefining forever. We will never be the same from one moment to
another because we are always changing! We are always ascending into being more and
more of Our True, Natural GOD SELF!
This past week we all felt it was time to OPEN!!! However, in a different way than we used to
be open. For now, we are open 'With Reservations Only'.
Here is the sign we mounted by the gate on April 19th.

Within two days after we mounted the sign, I received a phone call from a local county
official asking if we were open. My answer to him was what I share when people call with the
same question: 'Yes and No'! That caught the man a bit off guard, so I explained. I let people
know that if they are in a reality where they need to wear a mask and are in fear of catching
something from outside themselves, then we are not open, and it is best for them to remain
at home inside their house. However, if they are in a reality where they know that they are
the Creators and Manifestors of their reality, if they are in a state of faith, trust, health and
knowingness that they do create their own reality, then yes, we are open. The county official
said that he liked that perspective. Then, unsolicited, he went on to inform us that under the
current state guidelines we could offer lodging if we chose to do so. A nice confirmation that
we have official permission. This was a true gift from My GOD SELF validating that we are in
alignment with our Divine Hearts and connected with Source.
Since April 19, the phone has started to ring again, and people have started to come,
including some asking for accommodations!

SERVICES AT NuLEMURIAN HEART CENTER SEDONA
Above, we shared a little bit of how we deal with our current interesting situation. We are
dancing the dance of being informed, expanding our perspective on what is really going on,
weeding through all the different pieces of information that reach us, including powerful
channeled messages. How do we deal with a pandemic that we describe as a pandemic of
fear, where a lot of things are presented to us that do not make sense. How, at the same
time, we are respectful for those who have different feelings and beliefs? How do we keep
ourselves in a state of peace, of love and of excitement about the shift that is occurring and
that we are part of? Above all, how do we stay with the knowingness that we are the creators
of all this and that we are experiencing a magical ascension into the 5th Dimension?
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AngelHeart during an Energy/Sound Session in the Chartres Labyrinth

For those that are searching and who resonate with us, we are available to explore together
what is happening for you, in your life. Nobody can tell you what to feel or what to do. Yet,
we might be able to assist you as you are taking the invitation to dive deeper into who you
are, and as you are utilizing this extraordinary time to break patterns, and to embrace a
different version of you. What message, what insight does your GOD SELF have for your
Human Self?
Michael, Amayra, AngelHeart and Cara Marie are available to assist you in finding the
answers that you seek, which are located within in your own Divine Heart. Different
modalities are available, and will be chosen by being in the Now, and listening to your GOD
SELF guidance for the person you are working with. Visit our website for more information.

EXPLORING THE SKIES
You may or may not be aware that we feel a strong connection with our Galactic family on
other planets. We know that they love and support us. We also know that they are waiting for
us to be ready to manifest themselves in a way that we can see them or otherwise perceive
them in a more tangible way.
Over the past months, AngelHeart has been watching the skies a lot. And she had an 'extra
eye' with her: the camera of her cell phone. Indeed, no different than anybody's mobile
phone. She takes pictures and videos and sees pulsations, blinking, colors, shapes,
movements. Below you see 4 different pictures on different days of the star that we call
Venus. It is the bright star that we all can see on the western sky on evenings when there
are no clouds.

Venus, January 16, 2020

Venus, March 14, 2020
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Venus, April 4, 2020 (04042020 or 444)

Venus, April 6, 2020

What do you make of this? Are they communicating with us, maybe? She even saw
'responses' when we started playing the harp during our recent Full Moon Labyrinth Walk.
Interesting, isn't it?

FUTURE MAILINGS
So far, we have mailed out our newsletters to those of whom we 'thought' would be
interested, because we had their name and email address in our database. We have done
our best to update our database with 'unsubscribes' and 'bounces' of previous newsletters.
From here on, NuLemurian Heart Center Sedona's 'Ascension Journey' Update Emails, will
be sent to only those who have more explicitly indicated that they wish to receive them and
to those who have opened our previous newsletters. We have the desire to communicate
more frequently with those who feel an energetic connection with where we are today, who
are in resonance with our perspective on the GOD SELF (also called the Higher Self), and
who wish to support NuLemurian Heart Center Sedona as they are also part of the
ascension journey that we are all free to choose consciously.
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Full Moon on April 7, 2020

For the readers of this newsletter, we request that if you desire to continue receiving
'Ascension Journey Updates' that you send us a request by email. You will be added to the
list of future recipients.
We will include the list of those who opened the two newsletters we have sent out in 2020,
the one of March 15, and the current email. If you want to be removed from this list, please,
let us know, and this will be the last one you receive.
Thank you!!!

Visit NuLemurian Heart Center Sedona
Come for a Day Visit or for an overnight retreat to
Angel Valley and enjoy our magical sacred sites:
the Chartres Labyrinth, the 7-Circuit Labyrinth,
the Ancestor Wheel, the Angel Wheel, the Water Wheel,
the Angel Sites and the Vortex Circles. Maybe you will
meet-up with a Parallel, Co-Existing Version of YOU???

Flowers for you: Iris at Angel Valley! We have them in white, yellow lilac and deep purple!

Contact Us
Email Michael: michael@nulemuria.love
Email Amayra: amayra@angelvalley.org
Email AngelHeart: angelheart@angelvalley.org
Email Sedona Office: info@angelvalley.org
Cell #: 928-300-9500
WhatsApp #: 928-300-9500
Skype #: 928-202-4541 - michael.angelvalley
Sedona Office #: 928-634-2400
Sedona Office #: 928-634-1320 (main)
Web Site: www.AngelValleySedona.com
13513 E Angel Valley Road, Sedona, AZ 86336

We are looking forward to be in touch,
either at NuLEMURIA in Angel Valley or in Cyber Space!
Visit, Like, Follow and Share our Facebook page: Angel Valley Sedona
Visit, Like , Follow and Share on Instagram: Angel Valley Sedona
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NuLemurian Heart Center Sedona | (928) 634-1320 | info@angelvalley.org |
www.AngelValleySedona.com

STAY CONNECTED:
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